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well-known picture, The Writing Lesson. Such unnecessary
movements of the body are eliminated as the young pupil
acquires skill.
Certain broad distinctions between the attention of children
and that of adults may be made; but the principle of interest
holds throughout. Children attend to objects they can see
and hear rather than to abstract ideas, simply because they
are more interested in such objects. The practical corollary
is that we should employ actual objects and pictures in our
lessons to young children and avoid a mere stream of talk:
words are the vehicle of ideas, and a more concrete appeal
is required. Again, the interests of a child are his instincts
rather than his sentiments, and his sentiments rather than his
self-regarding sentiment; thus we are not surprised to find
that the child's attention is governed by his instincts, such as
curiosity and self-assertion, rather than by sentiments or the
will. And when we do succeed in inducing him to attend
volitionally we find that his attention is dynamic rather than
static.
All the foregoing considerations should help the young
teacher in the all-important task of capturing and holding
attention. He must ever appeal to an interest—an instinct,
a sentiment, or the self, according to his pupil's stage of
development. His chief aid to begin with is the instinct of
curiosity; here he must not refuse the aid of stimuli that arc
striking and novel. Later on he should seek to weave his
teaching round the hobbies and other acquired interests of his
pupils; where he cannot do that he may frequently draw his
illustrations from such interests. He can show, too, that his
lessons will help to solve problems in which pupils are in-
terested ; that they will develop a new power that is desirable.
It is better to make the purpose of the lesson clear at the
beginning than to keep children guessing what it is all
about. Lastly, volitional attention and character-training
go hand in hand; and success in obtaining volitional atten-
tion is proportional to success in the wider task of training
character.

